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haffun is Befunge interpreter implemented in Haskell. Its name comes

from Haskell and Befunge, and because I hope you’ll have fun using it! haffun

is built to be generic, and as such can support a wide array of funges with

any dimensionality.

1 Funges

A funge consists of a board filled with ascii characters. These characters

can represent either code or data, as it is possible to read or write from any

square on the grid. A cursor runs along this grid, executing instructions as it

passes over them, with control-flow happening via changes in the direction of

the cursor. This board serves as a storage mechanism, but in addition to this

storage space there is a stack. Like FORTH, all operations take arguments

from this stack. For example, 56*. is a funge program that pushes 5 onto

the stack, then 6, then pops those numbers off the stack and sticks 5∗6 = 30
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back on, and finally prints 30 out. Most funge programs make heavy use of

the stack.

We can generalize this into Haskell typeclasses. We don’t necessarily need

a grid, as long as our data structure supports indexing then it is usable as

a funge program space. This space must support both reading and writing

characters, and the space must provide a wrapping function to keep the cursor

from going off the edge. Note that the type of the index, A, doesn’t depend

on the type of space, B. Theoretically we could index a 2-dimensional grid

with a single number, via the usual mapping from N 7→ N× N.

-- B is indexed by A

class Index b a where

-- Returns data from the board

read :: b -> a -> Data

-- Returns a new board

write :: b -> a -> Data -> b

-- Wraps a back around if it goes over

-- the boundaries of the board, or

-- just returns it if we don't have to wrap

wrap :: b -> a -> a

The other key component of a funge is the cursor. We need some way to

generalize the ability to change the direction of this cursor and to ensure that

it can move around the grid. This is accomplished with another typeclass.
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next moves the cursor to its next location, based off of the direction, and go

takes a variable number of numbers and chooses a new direction based off of

them. This lets a single-dimensional funge ignore direction changes on the y

axis, and allows for the possibility of higher dimensional funges.

-- d is a direction, a is a point

class Directible d a | d -> a where

-- Takes a point and goes to the next point

next :: d -> a -> a

-- Change direction on given axis

go :: [ Int ] -> d

Finally, we tie both of these together into a funge Board. A board has

a funge space, indexeable by a; a Cursor to move around the board with

direction d and position a; a stack; and finally some extra state that we need

to keep track of, in particular whether we are reading characters as data or

as instructions. Once we have this board we can run a funge.

-- b is a grid that must be indexable by an a

-- d is a direction that takes us to new a's

data ((Index b a), (Directible d a)) =>

Board a b d = Board b (Cursor a d) Stack Bool
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2 Implementing a funge

Alright, you’ve seen the typeclasses required to implement a funge, so now it’s

time to implement one! We’ll start with a Unefunge, a single-dimensional

funge. The first piece to implement is the ability to Index into the funge

space. Because we’re working with a single dimension, the space can be

implemented as a list.

newtype Line = Line [ Char ]

Indexing is fairly simple for a list. There’s only one dimension so it can be

indexed with a single Int. Reading a character from the space is as simple

as just indexing this list. Writing to the space is a little tricky, the list gets

sliced apart and a new character gets stuck in. And finally wrapping is as

simple as a single call to mod.

instance Index Line Int where

read (Line l) p = l !! p

-- Insert our new element in the middle of the list

-- by dissecting it

write (Line l) p d = Line $ (lhs) ++ (d:rhs)

where (lhs,h:rhs) = splitAt p l

wrap (Line l) p = p `mod` (length l)

The other key component to a funge is the Cursor. To get the ability

to move the Cursor around the space and execute funge code the Directible
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typeclass needs to be implemented. Again, because we’re in one dimensional

space a direction is as simple as moving right or left. This is implemented as

a function that either increases or decreases the position of the cursor.

newtype Direction = Direction (Int->Int)

To add the ability to change directions, and to move around the grid,

we need to implement the Directible trait for our direction. next is very

simple. Our direction is already a function that gets us to the next index of

the space so we can just apply that. Changing direction via go is as simple

as generating a new direction — we just return a lambda that represents the

new direction.

instance Directible Direction Int where

next (Direction d) = d

-- We either move up or down be the specified

-- amount each tick

go (h:_) = Direction (\x -> x + h)

This is enough to implement your own funge! Right now it’s already

runnable, though you’ll need to set up a board first. You can do that with

an extra constructor, though it’s not entirely necessary.

newUnefunge :: String -> Board Int Line Direction

newUnefunge s = newBoard

-- Set up a funge space from a String, a list of characters
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(Line s)

-- Create a cursor that starts at 0, moving to the right

(Cursor

0

(Direction (\x->x+1)))

3 How haffun works

Alright, you’ve seen how to make a new funge. Now lets go into how the

haffun works under the hood. Fortunately a large part of haffun is taken

care of through this generic interface, but all funges share a few elements in

common and these get implemented behind the scenes. The first common

element is the instruction set. Funges typically support the same instruction

set, so this is implemented as a huge pattern matching expression on the

current instruction. There’s too many of these to count, but the type sheds

a little bit of light on how instructions are handled.

doInstruction :: ((Index b a), (Directible d a)) =>

Board a b d -> Data -> IO ( Maybe (Board a b d) )

If we have a Board, and an instruction, then to execute that instruction we

have to modify the state of the Board and potentially do some input and

output. There is also the possibility that we reached the end of the program

and should stop execution, returning a Nothing. This isn’t quite the whole
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story though, we need some logic to get from instruction to instruction, state

to state.

All funge programs execute in a similar way. We look at the cursor, and

get whatever instruction it’s at. We execute that instruction, potentially

changing state along the way. The cursor gets moved, and the process starts

all over again. This process is implemented in the step function, which takes

a Board and returns the next Board after running this process once.

-- Step runs our board for a single step

step :: ((Index b a), (Directible d a)) =>

Board a b d -> IO ( Maybe(Board a b d) )

step (Board b (Cursor p dir) s s_mode) =

-- First get the current character

do let c = Board.read b p

-- Then figure out what instruction to run and run it

result <- doInstruction (Board b (Cursor p dir) s s_mode) c

case result of

Nothing -> return Nothing

Just (Board b (Cursor p dir) s s_mode) -> do

-- Go to the next instruction

-- We can potentially handle jumps here with an

-- if statement

let nextCursor = Cursor (wrap b (next dir p)) dir

return ( Just (Board b nextCursor s s_mode) )
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These steps can be combined to execute a full program. After all, a

program is just a continuous series of these steps. To do this I used the

monad-loops library, available at http://hackage.haskell.org/package/

monad-loops. We keep running the program, going step after step, until

eventually we get a Nothing and stop execution. Because IO needs to happen

while the programming is running, each step is wrapped up in an IO monad.

iterateUntilM is used here to easily iterate through all of our steps, stopping

once we need and making the handling of these monads significantly easier.

-- Runs our funge program by continuously stepping

run :: ((Index b a), (Directible d a)) =>

Board a b d -> IO( Maybe (Board a b d) )

run board = iterateUntilM isNothing fromIO (Just board)

fromIO :: ((Index b a), (Directible d a)) =>

Maybe (Board a b d) -> IO( Maybe (Board a b d))

-- Stop stepping if we get nothing back

fromIO Nothing = return Nothing

-- Otherwise run the program for one step

fromIO (Just board)= step board
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4 Usage

The haffun interpreter supports a single argument, that of a befunge file

to interpret. A few examples follow — these programs also served as test

cases for my intepreter. Fizzbuzz makes use of a large part of the lan-

gauge, so it’s a fairly comprehensive test, but more testing could certainly

be done. haffun is not quite compliant to funge-93 so unfortunately I can’t

take advantage of the mycology test suite for befunge (https://github.

com/Deewiant/Mycology), but this is certainly a goal for the future. This

project was very fun — I got to learn a lot about haskell and finally got

around to making my own funge interpreter! I’m very happy the generic

system in Haskell, it made it easy to make an extensible funge framework.

Hopefully I’ll be able to work on this in the future! The source code is at

https://gitlab.com/waylon531/haffun.

5 Examples

$ haffun string.bf

Running with grid:

"Hello World!",,,,,,,,,,,,@

!dlroW olleH%

$ haffun test.bf
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Running with grid:

>543**.@

60 %
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$ haffun fizzbuzz.bf

Running with grid:

v

0 > v

v ,,", "<

v ^.:_>"zzuB",,,,^

%

5

:

> 1+:3%|^ ,,,,,<

, >v

, >:5%!|>" zziF"^

^,,,,"Fizz, "<

1 , 2 , Fizz, 4 , Buzz, Fizz, 7 , 8 ,

Fizz, Buzz, 11 , Fizz, 13 , 14 , Fizz Buzz, 1,

6 , 17 , Fizz, 19 , Buzz, Fizz, 22 , 23 , Fizz,

Buzz, 26 , Fizz, 28 , 29 , Fizz Buzz, 31 , 32 ,

Fizz, 34 , Buzz, Fizz, 37 , 38 , Fizz, Buzz, 41 ,

Fizz, 43 , 44 , Fizz Buzz, 46 , 47 , Fizz, 49 ,

Buzz, Fizz, 52 , 53 , Fizz, Buzz, 56 , Fizz, 58 , ...
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